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Overview
I created the Comic Art Trends Price Guide to better understand and evaluate the
relative values of different pages of comic book art. With some art pages selling for
dollars, and others selling for hundreds of thousands of dollars, how does one determine a
good price? Do factors like the artist or the superhero make a difference on final price?
What if two pages of art are by the same artist and feature the same character, what other
factors make a difference? The Comic Art Trends Price Guide presents many of my
conclusions to these types of questions.
The first annual volume of the CAT Price Guide details sales information for over 30
significant artists in the comic book industry. I developed the CAT grading scale as a
means of scoring each page of art based on objective criteria. Thousands of pages of art
were graded according to the CAT Scale for this guide. Further, each artist’s sales data
were summarized and analyzed. Additionally, I discussed trends for sales data for these
individual artists in the context of the combined data.
The Comic Art Trends Price Guide Grading Companion is intended to act as a
supplement for the price guide. In this book, I describe each grading category in detail
with numerous examples to illustrate the differences. I demonstrate the OBJECTIVE
nature of the grading scheme, while admitting there is always a SUBJECTIVE nature to
evaluating aesthetic objects such as art. I create a platform for discussing and disagreeing
on what is “beauty in the eye of the beholder”.
The purpose of the CAT scale is to establish a means to discuss the relative desirability of
different pages of art. The CAT scale focuses on identifying the characters that appear on
a page and the “real estate” the characters occupy. That is, who are the main characters
on the page and how much of the page was devoted to drawing those characters.

The mantra in Real Estate sales is “Location, Location, Location”! In terms of
comic art, It’s Real Estate, Real Estate, Real Estate. The more of a page’s real
estate that is devoted to the star characters, the better. Patrick Bain 2018

In this content-weighted scoring method, the CAT Scale grade for a page may be the
same whether drawn by the legendary Jack Kirby or the imaginary Irving Forbush. With
a few special exceptions, the CAT Scale considers the prominence of major characters on
the page. Therefore, if Reed, Sue, Johnny, and Ben take up the same space on a Kirby
page as they do on a Forbush page, then theoretically the CAT score could be the same.
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Before you dismiss this book as bogus, there is an important distinction. While the CAT
Scale focuses on the ‘real estate’, the artist is truly the ‘location’. Jack Kirby art will
always be more valuable than art by Irving Forbush and the CAT Scale has the means to
address that as well.
I previously mentioned the idea of an OBJECTIVE measure with SUBJECTIVE
limitations.
The grading system I am proposing has a few main features that are very objective:
1.
2.
3.
4.

It divides characters into groups. Once the group is established it is easy to
assign grades based on that group.
It assigns grades based on type of page: cover, splash, interior.
It assigns grades based on portion of the page (typically divided into panels) that
is occupied by the featured character.
It assigns extra value for special artists and iconic comics.

Once the rules are established, one can grade objectively. Here are a few areas with a
subjective nature.
The grading system I am proposing recognizes that ‘folks have different tastes’.
1.
2.
3.

Opinions may differ on what characters belong in what groups.
Opinions may differ on what comic books are landmarks and icons.
Opinions may differ on what artists should be graded higher for certain
characters.

As we go through the Grading Companion, you may note areas where I have made a
decision about something that could boil down to personal tastes. In those cases, please
share your opinion with me. Over time, the data will differentiate what artists or
characters are in demand, and it could change over time as well.
Overall, I believe the consistent grading scale described here will aid in comparing pieces
of art from the same or even different artists. While the subjective side to grading
original comic art will be a great discussion, it will not diminish the value of the grading
scale I am proposing.

Why Comic Art Can’t Be Graded Like
Comic Books?
While the Overstreet Comic Book Price Guide differentiates among copies of a comic
book based on grades from Poor to Mint, the Comic Art Trends Price Guide does NOT
consider the condition of the artwork typically. There are many reasons for creating a
different scale for original art.
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First and foremost, since published original art is unique, multiple copies of the same
page or cover do not exist for comparison purposes. Further, the actual page condition is
a secondary or tertiary factor in determining prices. Only mutilated pages or pages that
are missing art would be reduced on the CAT scale based on condition. Another notable
exception would be if a piece of art was marked up in a way that covered the actual
artist’s work. Likewise, an amateur or amateurish coloring of the original ink and pencil
work may result in a reduced CAT score because the original art may be considered
ruined.
Generally, it is not the condition that determines an artwork’s value at auction. Natural
aging factors such as yellowing or brittle pages is common for some of the most
important works due to age. To be extreme, the CAT Scale does not consider factors
such as yellowing or even mold. The CAT Scale only considers the content of the page.
Assuredly, damage ultimately affects price.
The factors that are most important in determining price are (1) artist, (2) significance in
the industry and (3) type of page i.e. cover, splash, prominence of characters. Secondary
factors in determining price are featured characters, age, and when the page sold.
To elaborate, here are the questions to ask:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Who drew the page? Are you SURE that artist worked on that page?
Is the page from a historically important comic book?
Is the page a cover? How much of the featured character is on the page?
Does the page feature Spider-Man (famous and beloved character), or just
someone that could be described as an ‘uncredited extra’?
Is the page 60 years old or six months old?
Is the most recent auction price 20 years ago or this year?

All these factors affect the most recent sales price, but for this Grading Companion, the
focus is on determining the CAT Scale score. While the CAT score by itself can not
evaluate a good or bad price for comic art, when used in conjunction with the other
information in the Comic Art Trends Price Guide, I believe it can be very useful for
separating pieces of art.

Why is the Name on the Artwork
Important if the CAT Score Ignores it
(mostly)?
As mentioned earlier, it is possible for Jack Kirby art and Irving Forbush art to receive
the same CAT grade, as ridiculous as that sounds. Understanding that all the professional
artists utilized by the major companies are extremely talented, I don’t think that is
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inappropriate. Many times, unknown artists can emulate (and do imitate) the style and
skill of the industry legends. So strictly from a grading point of view, to an untrained
eye, there may be no discernable difference in the pages.
However, at auction, the name on the artwork is EVERYTHING. For example, I recently
observed the sales information for a pencil sketch by Jack Kirby of Silver Surfer and
Doctor Doom. In 2009, this sketch sold for $21,510 at auction. Three years later, the
same sketch sold for $10,158. What was the difference? In 2012, the artwork was
identified as by Jack Kirby (and Possible Studio Assistant)! In between the two sales, a
question arose about whether Jack Kirby had completely or only partially drawn the
piece. Name is EVERYTHING!

I don’t know that much about fine art; it mostly looks the same to me… but
I’ve heard of Da Vinci, Michelangelo, and Renoir. Comic art is the same‐‐
people want art by the top names in the field. Patrick Bain 2018

The CAT Scale is not completely oblivious to the artist. There are two means by which
superior artists are given credit for their talents and appeal to fans:
1.
2.

CAT scores from 2 to 7 discern between art with ‘average’ or ‘superior’ eye
appeal.
Special artists have Plus One scoring for Grade B characters.

Going back to Kirby and Forbush, it is likely that Kirby’s rendering of the Fantastic Four
is far superior and beautiful to the beholder than anything Forbush could do. Thus, for
two pages with the same ‘real estate’, Kirby’s page is more likely to be rated higher as
‘superior’ than the artwork of Forbush.
It will be discussed in greater detail later, but the Fantastic Four also gets a Plus One
when drawn by Kirby because of the special connection fans have between the artist and
the characters.

Definitions
Cover – art intended for the front of a comic book. Art is designated as a wraparound
cover (WC) when it includes the front and back covers together. Some comics feature
inside covers on the front and back page as well as pin-up pages. Inside covers and pinup pages are considered Splash Pages for the purpose of the Comic Art Trends Price
Guide. Covers are the most highly sought page of a comic book with rare exceptions.
CAT Scale cover grades begin with a ‘C’.
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Splash Page – typically any full-page interior art in a comic book. A special type of
splash page is the title page which should have the title and credits for the story and art.
Frequently, splash pages may be double page spreads featuring a single continuous
picture or panels of art that extend across two pages. Pin-ups and inside covers are
considered Splash Pages in the Comic Art Trends Price Guide. Some interior pages
featuring panels may also be described as splash pages when the primary page of panel
dominates the page. Splash pages are popular since they frequently have extra-large
depictions of main characters. CAT Scale splash page grades begin with a ‘S’.
Interior Page – pages featuring panel art inside the comic book. Some title pages are
broken into panels rather than designed as typical splash pages. Those title pages should
be considered interior pages rather than splash pages. Interior pages are most subject to
price variability based on the featured characters on a page. CAT Scale interior page
grades begin with an ‘R’. note: ‘I’ is difficult to distinguish from ‘1’ when in small font
for a table. For ‘R’, think interioR.
Plus One – CAT Scale grades are increased by one for a page if it meets specific criteria.
Points related to Plus One can be combined for a higher score. Following conditions may
result in Plus One: Special Artist, Landmark Issue, Team Page featuring multiple heroes,
double page or wraparound cover.
Minus One – CAT Scale grades are reduced by one for partial pages or mutilated pages
that still have value.
Golden Iconic – highest and most exclusive category. Only artwork from a few comics,
such as Action Comics 1 or Marvel Comics 1 fit in this category.
Landmark – next most exclusive set of comics, must be recognized by the industry for
their importance.
Artist Iconic – most significant works by the most noteworthy artists. Not every artist is
recognized to the point of having artwork that may be described as Artist Iconic.
Classic – exceptionally aesthetic pages, but not restricted to the most valuable comics or
the most recognized artists. Classic pages focus on the featured characters such as the
classic Hulk vs. Thing battles or big group pictures of Superhero teams. Classic may also
be used for Golden Age art featuring modern heroes but not from an issue that can be
described as a Landmark.
Complete Story and Group Designations – Complete stories and pages sold as a group
are typically not treated as individual sales. Rather, CSn is used to represent a complete
story of ‘n’ pages. Likewise, Gx is used to represent art sold as a group of ‘x’ pages.
Summary statistics treat G7 as 7 pages for calculating means and medians, for example.
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Breakdown of the CAT Grading System

CAT Scale Index
15
12
10
9
8
7
6
5
4
3
2
1

Golden Iconic Cover
Golden Iconic Interior
Industry Recognized
Landmark
Artist Iconic
Classic
Grade A Hero Superior
Grade A Hero Average
Grade A Hero (2/3)
Grade A Hero (1/3)
Grade A Hero (Cameo)
Significant Support
characters/Secret
Identities
Unnamed Characters,
forgotten Characters,

Grade B Hero Superior
Grade B Hero Average
Grade B Hero (2/3)
Grade C Hero Superior
Grade B Hero (1/3)
Grade C Hero Average
or partial
Cameos by Grade B
heroes/Grade A Villains

Grade A Villain
Grade A Villain (1/2)
Grade B Villain
Grade B Villain (1/2)
Grade C Villain
Superior
Less popular heroes
and villains with minor
appearance

Grade A,B,C Heroes
Determining what characters may be classified as Grade A, B, or C Heroes, Grade A, B,
and C Villains, and strong supporting characters is subjective and debatable. The
category a character falls in can change based on popularity at any given time. For
example, Black Lightning was well on his way to Grade C status, but his status is raised
significantly by getting his own network TV series.
The Comic Art Trends Price Guide Grading Companion divides characters by categories
because the popularity of characters is an important part of the CAT scale and a
significant differentiator in realized prices. For example, a splash page featuring
Superman is easily recognizable by non-comic book enthusiasts. The Blue Beetle, who
is almost as old as Superman, is relatively unknown to the general public. The category
attempts to consider demand for a page based on the perceived pool of collectors that
would be interested in a page featuring that character.
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I chose to categorize the characters based on my perception regarding the following
factors. Please share your thoughts.
Factors include the following:







Name recognition
Longevity as a popular character
Comic book titles—along with one-shots, graphic novels, etc.
Spin-offs
Popular media appearances such as movies, television shows, cartoons
Perceived collector interest related to art sales

Grade A Heroes:
 Superman
 Batman
 Spider-Man
 Wonder Woman
 X-Men
Grade B Heroes:
 All DC and Marvel characters with a regular title or history of regular
appearances in an ongoing title such as a team book.
 Some characters from other publishers with a high profile.
 Main characters from movie affiliated titles such Star Wars and Star Trek.
 Characters that originated in novels such as Conan, Tarzan, Doc Savage, and the
Shadow.
Grade C Heroes:
 Forgotten heroes, especially from publishers no longer in business.
 Funny animals (such as Disney characters/Looney Tunes) unless drawn by a
noteworthy artist.
 Comedic characters such as Richie Rich and Archie unless drawn by a
noteworthy artist.
Plus One Characters (note: only Grade B characters can be Plus One):
 Captain America: Jack Kirby
 Conan: Barry Windsor-Smith, John Buscema
 Daredevil: Gene Colan, Frank Miller
 Deadman: Neal Adams
 Green Lantern: Neal Adams
 Hawkman: Joe Kubert
 Hulk: Herb Trimpe
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Spectre: Jim Aparo
Sub-Mariner: Bill Everett
Swamp Thing: Bernie Wrightson
Thor: Jack Kirby
Wolverine: John Byrne, Jim Lee, Frank Miller
I’m open to suggestions for other Plus One artists. The Price Guide explicitly
states what characters are Plus One for the featured artists.

Teams:
The X-Men are identified as Grade A based on the volume of sales coupled with
the percentage of top dollar sales in the top 1000 at Heritage Auctions. All other
major teams such as Justice League, Avengers, Teen Titans, Fantastic Four, etc.
with a long history in the Industry are Grade B. However, all Grade B teams are
plus one when several characters are featured in a single page. Otherwise, the
grade is based on the character(s) featured on the page. The Fantastic Four is
Plus One when drawn by Jack Kirby.

Grade A,B,C Villains
Grade A Villains:
 Joker
 Venom
 Green Goblin
 All major villains associated with Grade A and B heroes (must be easily
recognizable to an average comic book fan) Litmus test: if a fan of a particular
hero was asked to list that hero’s rogues gallery, would the character make it in
the top ten?
Grade B Villains:
 All other recurring villains for major characters
Grade C Villains:
 Non-recurring characters, villains from independent publishers excluding
villains such as Darth Vader that are easily recognizable.

Significant Supporting Characters





Peter Parker’s Friends and Daily Bugle Co-workers
Clark Kent’s friends and Co-workers
James Gordon and Alfred the Butler (Robin and Batgirl are Grade B heroes)
Real-life people such as celebrities, athletes, presidents, and comic book creators
in supporting roles are considered significant supporting characters. If a
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celebrity is a principal character such as in Superman vs. Muhammad Ali or the
John Wayne Adventures, the celebrity is elevated to a Grade B Hero.

Funny Animals and Comedic Characters
Where do Bugs Bunny, Mickey Mouse, Donald Duck, Richie Rich, and Sad Sack fit?
Unlike Romance comics or stories that feature non-recurring characters, Disney, Harvey,
and Looney Toon stars are regular characters that have fans and collectability. However,
many times art for these characters is uncredited, and because it is drawn according to a
house style, it is difficult to differentiate the great artists from everyone else.
Except for a few exceptionally collectable artists like Carl Barks on Disney and Warren
Kremer on Richie Rich, most art featuring funny animals and comedic characters will be
treated as Grade C heroes. To reiterate, the primary reason is not due to a lack of interest
in the characters, it is related to the lack of credit to individual artists and the uniformity
of how the characters are drawn.

Reminder
The CAT Scale score is directly linked to the identification of a character as Grade A, B,
or C. However, many other factors go into the desirability of a page of art. Over time,
the data will help to determine which characters can be moved up or even moved down.
If your favorite characters are not in the group you believe they deserve, feel free to let
the author know.

The CAT Price Guide sounds like something for feline aficionados. No, I don’t
have a dozen cats using my home as a litter box—but I do like cats. I like dogs,
too. What point am I making? I adopted a few stray cats that live in my
backyard. They are better off for my adoption. Whether you prefer dogs or
cats, consider the CAT Scale as a starting point. You may prefer a DOG Scale
over my CAT Scale, that’s fine. But I encourage professionals, hobbyists,
investors, and collectors to adopt my CAT Scale. I think it will benefit the
entire comic art industry. Patrick Bain 2018
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CAT Scale 15 – Golden Iconic
The Golden Iconic scale is reserved for the absolute most significant comic art in history
Unlike scales 1 to 10 which are applied to covers, splash pages, and interior art, the
Golden Iconic designation only applies to the most visible portion of a comic book, the
cover. Modern, Bronze Age, and most Silver age comic art would not meet the criteria
for Golden Iconic. Part of the rationale for this decision is due to the relative availability
of significant pages from the sixties to the present.
Comic book covers from the same period as those listed below may or may not meet the
Golden Iconic criteria. The primary reason would be related to the recognition. Art
cannot be described as iconic if most informed fans are not familiar with the featured
character. Likewise, even for heroes like Superman and Batman, if the cover art is
obscure and not familiar to fans, then the cover could not be described as iconic.
To reiterate, Golden Iconic artwork not only belongs in a museum, it deserves the
prominence of a Mona Lisa. To be golden iconic, it should have the same significance to
a comic enthusiast as the Mona Lisa has to a student of classic art.
Covers for the following comic books, if they exist, would meet the criteria for a Golden
Iconic CAT Scale grade of 15:
Action Comics 1 (1st Superman)
Detective Comics 27 (1st Batman)
All-American Comics 16 (1st Green Lantern)
Marvel Comics 1 (1st Sub-mariner, Human Torch)
Batman 1
Captain America 1
Flash Comics 1
Whiz Comics 2 (#1) (1st Captain Marvel)
Adventure Comics 40 (1st Sandman)
All Star Comics 3 (1st Justice Society of America)
Archie Comics 1
Sensation Comics 1 (Wonder Woman)
Wonder Woman 1
Amazing Fantasy 15 (1st Spider-Man)
The above list is not exclusive, but other pages of art would need to be similarly
significant and recognizable to be considered for a Golden Iconic CAT scale grade of 15.
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If you own art for these or other iconic comics, please contact the author
so their place in comic book history can be recognized.
All images used by permission of Heritage Auctions, HA.com
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CAT Scale 12 – Golden Iconic Interior
While the covers of Golden Iconic comic books are easily recognizable, few interior
pages from CAT Scale 15 comics have the same familiarity. However, the rarity and
significance of these books makes it reasonable to have a special designation for the
interior pages of such comics as well. Beyond the cover of Golden Iconic comics, all
other pages including interior pages, splash pages, and inside or back cover pages are
assigned a CAT score of 12.
There is no C12 grade, but splash pages, inside covers, and back covers from any Golden
Iconic book are assigned S12. Likewise, interior pages are assigned R12. There is no
distinction in the grading scale based on aesthetic appeal of an individual page due to the
rarity of all pages from these books. Obviously, a page strongly featuring the main
character is still worth more than a page of unknown characters even though there is no
distinction in grade.
Note that inside covers and back covers are treated as splash pages since they have less
visibility than a front cover.
I am aware of one sale of an interior page from a Golden Iconic comic book. The art is
by long-time Marvel artist Bill Everett.
Items to note:
1.
2.

3.

4.
5.

6.

Marvel Comics 1 featured the origin and 1st appearance of the Sub-Mariner. It is
also one of the five most important comics in industry history.
The Sub-Mariner is a Grade B character. Therefore, a similar page of art by
another artist on a less important issue would have been graded CAT R4. This
page contains many panels of the Sub-Mariner, so a grade of R5 or R4 would be
appropriate. However, since the art is simple without action-packed close ups, it
would only be graded R4 and not R5.
Since Bill Everett is especially connected to Sub-Mariner, his art for that
character can usually be graded with a ‘Plus One’. Thus, this particular page
could have been graded R5 if it was not part of a Golden Iconic comic book.
As an interior page of a Golden Iconic comic book story, this page automatically
gets rated on the CAT Scale as R12 regardless of the content.
Obviously, because this page prominently features Sub-Mariner, at auction it
would be expected to sell better than another page from the same issue that is
less interesting.
Though it may be reasonable to divide up the Golden Iconic Interior grading
scale as done for CAT grades 1 to 7, I feel the rarity of available pages from the
golden iconic comics makes that granularity overkill.
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Marvel Comics 1 Page 12 by Bill Everett © Timely (1939)
Sold for $86,250 in 2005 through Heritage Auctions [CAT R12]
Image used by permission of Heritage Auctions, HA.com
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CAT Scale 10 – Industry Landmark
Industry Landmark grades may apply to covers, splash pages, and interior pages.
Generally, a splash page or interior page graded CAT 10 would typically come from a
very significant issue of a comic that itself would qualify as a landmark issue.
Artwork from important issues from the Golden, Silver, Bronze, and Modern ages could
qualify to be graded as C10, S10, or R10. Interior pages rating an R10 would need to be
significant on their own, not simply a page from the story. Unlike the Golden Iconic
Interior score of 12, the page content must be visually impactful to warrant a 10.
Covers, splash pages, and interior pages earning a CAT 10 should be extremely rare.
There must be something significant about the comic such as a first issues and first
appearances of influential characters. Also, stories and series that are especially
impactful to the comic book community may garner a rare CAT 10 grade.
Newer titles, or short runs, may be less likely to be graded with a 10. Covers from
number 1 issues of Silver Age titles such as Amazing Spider-Man, Justice League of
America, Iron Man, Daredevil, and others would be graded C10 if they exist.
The cover of Silver Surfer 1 by John Buscema and Joe Sinnott is rated CAT C10 for
the following reasons:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

6.

It is the first issue of a major character’s first series.
It is a silver age comic series.
The cover art is by renowned artist John Buscema, recognized as one of the premiere
Silver Surfer artists.
The title and character do not merit a Golden Iconic grade.
Side note: Silver Surfer and Galactus were introduced in Fantastic Four 48, however,
neither are pictured on the cover and the Watcher is the most prominent figure on the
page. Further, Fantastic Four 49 is the first cover appearance for those significant
characters, but neither is prominently featured. For that reason, neither of those two
covers would rate C10.
Side note: Certain comic issues such as anniversary issues or introductions of major
villains aren’t significant enough to be described as Landmarks to garner a CAT 10
score. However, they may merit a Plus One as part of the standard grading scale.
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Silver Surfer 1 by John Buscema and Joe Sinnott
© Marvel (1968) [CAT C10]
Sold for $40,250 (2001) through Heritage Auctions.
First Silver Age issue of 1st series.
Image used by permission of Heritage Auctions, HA.com
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Green Lantern 76 by
Neal Adams
© DC (1970)
[CAT C10]
Turning point issues like
Green Lantern 76 are
Industry Landmarks.

Sold for $442,150 (2015)
through Heritage
Auctions.
Image used by permission of
Heritage Auctions, HA.com

The cover of Green Lantern 76 by Neal Adams is rated CAT C10 for the following
reasons:
1.

2.
3.
4.

The Green Lantern/Green Arrow series by Dennis O’Neil and Neal Adams was
critically acclaimed as a turning point in the industry. The series raised the role of
comic books to promote awareness on social issues.
It is industry leader Neal Adams’ most significant work.
Green Lantern 76 is the first issue in the series.
Side Note: Other turning point stories include Giant-Size X-Men 1 featuring the new
X-Men for the first time and The Dark Knight Returns by Frank Miller. In both
cases, transformational changes were made to established characters.
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Incredible Hulk 180
Page 32 by Herb
Trimpe and Jack Abel
© Marvel (1974)
[CAT R10]
Features the first
appearance of
Wolverine.
Sold for $657,250 in
2014 through Heritage
Auctions
Image used by permission of
Heritage Auctions, HA.com

Page 32 of Incredible Hulk 180 by Herb Trimpe and Jack Abel is rated CAT R10
for the following reasons:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

6.

It is the first appearance of a major character, Wolverine.
Wolverine is prominently featured on the page.
Herb Trimpe is highly regarded, primarily for his Marvel work on Hulk.
The cover of Incredible Hulk 180 would NOT grade out as CAT 10 because it
does not feature Wolverine.
The first cover appearance and full Wolverine story in Incredible Hulk 181
would score CAT 10. The significant retail price difference between issues 180
and 181 validate the grading rationale.
CAT 10 scores for first appearances should only be assigned for the most
influential characters, regardless of the time period.
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Journey Into Mystery
83 Page 8 by Jack Kirby
and Joe Sinnott.
© Marvel (1962)
[CAT R10]
Origin and 1st
appearance of Thor.
Sold for $65,725 (2015)
through Heritage
Auctions.
Image used by permission of
Heritage Auctions, HA.com

Page 8 of Journey Into Mystery 83 by Jack Kirby and Joe Sinnott is rated CAT R10
for the following reasons:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Journey Into Mystery 83 features the 1st appearance and origin of a major Marvel
character, Thor.
The art is by industry legend Jack Kirby.
Thor is prominently featured on a page that pictures Thor learning how to use his
hammer for the first time.
The art is from a landmark issue from the early sixties.
Side Note: The cover and title page of the story would also merit CAT 10 scores, if
they exist. However, all interior pages in the story would not necessarily be graded
as high.
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Batman: The Dark
Knight Returns 3 Page
10 by Frank Miller and
Klaus Janson
© DC (1986)
[CAT S10]
The Dark Knight
Returns series by
Miller refreshed the
Batman mythos.
Sold for $448,125 (2011)
through Heritage
Auctions.
Image used by permission of
Heritage Auctions, HA.com

Page 10 from Batman: The Dark Knight Returns 3 by Frank Miller and Klaus
Janson receives a CAT S10 score because:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

The Dark Knight Returns significantly influenced the treatment of the character from
that point to the present.
The Dark Knight series was critically received outside of comic fandom.
Frank Miller’s Dark Knight pages are highly sought.
This page features Batman and the new Robin of this timeline in an iconic pose.
Side note: Frank Miller is an example of a modern artist whose work eclipsed many
of his contemporaries as well as established artists with a longer resume´. As a
result, his original art sells at a premium compared to most art produced during the
same time frame. For example, in June 2018, three pages of Miller Sin City art sold
for an average of $7,000 even though the pages would have rated CAT 1 scores.
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CAT Scale 9 – Artist Iconic
Artist Iconic graded pages do not have the industry wide significance of CAT 10 pages,
but they represent some of the most important art by some of the most important artists.
Though every artist has a first professional work and every comic has first issue, that is
not a sufficient reason to receive a CAT 9 score. CAT 9 scores are intended to be rare
and reserved for the top artists and their most noteworthy work. Over time, new artists
may achieve the notoriety necessary to have Artist Iconic works. It is also possible that
noteworthy artists of the past may diminish in collector interest and lose ground to new
artists in terms of collectability.
Artist Iconic pages should have a level of recognizability by comic fandom. First issues
and anniversary issues of titles associated with an artist are candidates. This is especially
true if the artist is a creator for that character/title. Special heroes AND villains may
warrant artist iconic status for first appearances when the artist and character are closely
associated.
Some potential Artist Iconic covers might include New Gods 1 by Jack Kirby and New
Teen Titans 1 by George Perez. These titles wouldn’t currently reach a level of
“Landmark” but are important enough to be iconic for those artists. However, first issues
of titles such as Megalith and Ms. Mystic by Neal Adams, would not be iconic because
few people in comic fandom have supported those titles.
Author’s note: I personally think Neal Adams’ Continuity titles have fantastic art. Many
brilliant artists have contributed to those titles and at some point, I think they will receive
well-deserved recognition.
The cover of Swamp Thing 1 by Bernie Wrightson is rated CAT C9 for the
following reasons:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Swamp Thing 1 is the first issue of the first series for Swamp Thing.
The title is from the bronze age.
The character is Grade B at best.
Swamp Thing is a signature character for Bernie Wrightson, who is highly
acclaimed by comic fandom.
Other pages and cover art by Bernie Wrightson featuring the Swamp Thing
would be given a Plus One but would be graded based on Swamp Thing’s status
as a Grade B hero.
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Swamp Thing 1 by Bernie Wrightson © DC (1972) [CAT C9]
Origin of Swamp Thing in his own title for the first time.
Sold for $191,200 (2016) through Heritage Auctions.
Image used by permission of Heritage Auctions, HA.com
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Amazing
Spider‐Man 121
by John Romita, Sr.
© Marvel (1973)
[CAT C9]
Death of
Gwen Stacy.
Sold for $286,800
(2013) through
Heritage Auctions.
Image used by permission of
Heritage Auctions, HA.com

The cover of Amazing Spider-Man 121 by John Romita, Sr. is rated CAT C9 for the
following reasons:
1.
2.
3.
4.

The death of Gwen Stacy rocked Spider-fandom, but the death of a supporting
character does not merit an Industry Landmark rating.
The storyline which also led to the death of the Green Goblin is one of the most
memorable in Spider-Man history.
John Romita, Sr. is the pre-eminent Spider-Man artist.
The grade for Amazing Spider-Man 121’s cover is diminished from landmark
consideration since the cover for Amazing Spider-Man 122 is more
recognizable.
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Amazing Spider‐Man
39 Page 19 by John
Romita, Sr and
Mike Esposito.
© Marvel (1966)
[CAT R9]
Spider‐Man’s
identity discovered
by the Green Goblin.
Sold for $63,738
(2015) through
Heritage Auctions.
Image used by permission of
Heritage Auctions, HA.com

Page 19 of Amazing Spider-Man 39 by John Romita, Sr. and Mike Esposito is rated
CAT R9 for the following reasons:
1.

2.
3.
4.

In the sixties, a super-villain discovering the hero’s identity was gut-wrenching
and unthinkable. In this story Spider-Man’s greatest nemesis uncovered his
identity leaving Peter Parker completely vulnerable. This issue is almost a
landmark.
The next to last panel in this action-packed page harkens back to the cover of the
issue.
John Romita, Sr is the pre-eminent Spider-Man artist.
This page is near the climax of a story that is a silver-age classic.
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Uncle Scrooge 43 by Carl Barks © Gold Key (1963) [CAT C9]
Hand painted original pencil and ink cover made for a
Western Publishing Executive by Carl Barks.
Sold for $53,775 (2013) through Heritage Auctions.
Image used by permission of Heritage Auctions, HA.com

Uncle Scrooge 43 by Carl Barks rated C9 Artist Iconic for the following reasons:
1. Rarity of original Barks published comic book art by the legendary artist.
2. This is possibly the very first Barks Uncle Scrooge painting.
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CAT Scale – 8 Classic
CAT Scale 8 Classic covers and interior pages don’t have the influence in the industry of
CAT 10 Landmark graded art. Classic pages also fall short of being described as iconic
for an artist. However, Classic graded pages represent the most exciting and aesthetic
pages from issues that don’t represent the landmarks in a hero’s life. Examples of Classic
pages might include a two-page spread featuring all recognizable heroes in the DC or
Marvel universe. Another type of Classic page is the showdown between two heroes
such as the Hulk and the Thing. When Superman and Flash race to the finish line, it is an
instant classic. CAT 8 grades may also be given for significant art that does not rise to
the level of interest to be described as iconic or landmark.
CAT 10 and CAT 9 grades should be very rare. However, CAT 8 grades may be
assigned even if the artist is not an industry legend. A comic book may contain Classic
art even without being a landmark issue such as a number one or an origin story.
Further, some art described as Classic also includes art from the Golden age befitting the
term ‘classic’. The rarity of Golden Age art makes any page or cover featuring heroes
still beloved in the present a potential candidate for a grade of CAT 8. Golden age pages
should only receive a CAT 8 grade if they prominently feature a major character still
popular today.
The cover of Marvel Selects: Fantastic Four 6 is rated CAT C8 for the following
reasons:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Battles between the Thing and Hulk have been classic since early in the Silver Age.
The cover maximizes the visual excitement by getting as close as possible to both
combatants.
Alan Davis is a popular artist but may not be an iconic artist. However, that does not
prevent this page from being graded C8.
Side Note: Other favorite battle pages include Superman vs. such characters as
Wonder Woman, Spider-Man, and Muhammad Ali.
Battles between super-teams such as the X-Men vs the Avengers are also classic.
Classic covers sometimes pay homage to iconic covers.
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Marvel Selects: Fantastic Four 6 by Alan Davis
© Marvel (2000) [CAT C8]
Sold for $3,585 (2015) through Heritage Auctions.
Image used by permission of Heritage Auctions, HA.com
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Captain America 68 by
Ken Bald (attributed)
© Timely (1948)
[CAT C8]
This is the only 1940s
Captain America cover
art to be offered for
sale at Heritage
Auctions.
Sold for $77,675 (2017)
through Heritage
Auctions.
Image used by permission of
Heritage Auctions, HA.com

The cover of Captain America 68 by Ken Bald is rated CAT C8 for the following
reasons:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

This is a rare example of a Golden Age cover for a hero still popular in the present.
Captain America is easily visible but could perhaps be more prominent.
If the cover corresponded to a better-known story or issue, it could have been rated
higher.
The cover would have been more desirable if Bucky was the featured sidekick.
Side Note: Only a few Golden Age interior Captain America pages have been sold
through Heritage Auctions, one by John Romita, Sr. from Young Men 26.
Side Note: Golden Age heroes such as Batman and Superman may receive classic
CAT 8 scores if prominently featured. Characters that have mostly been forgotten
should not receive a CAT 8 score.
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Avengers 1 Page 14
by Jack Kirby and
Dick Ayers
© Marvel 1963
[CAT R8]
Introduction and 1st
assembly of the
Avengers.
Sold for $14,950 (2005)
through Heritage
Auctions.
Image used by permission of
Heritage Auctions, HA.com

Page 14 from Avengers 1 by Jack Kirby and Dick Ayers is rated CAT R8 for the
following reasons:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Avengers 1 is a landmark 1st Silver Age issue.
Jack Kirby is the most influential artist of the Marvel age.
This page is NOT spectacular enough to rate a Landmark interior grade of R10 or
Artist Iconic page of R9. Characters are somewhat distant without dramatic action.
However, this page does feature the three main original Avengers: Hulk, Iron Man,
and Thor.
For the time period, this page would have been ‘superior’ for a Grade B team. It
features multiple heroes, a Plus One artist, and it is from a Landmark issue.
Therefore CAT 5, plus one for multiple heroes, plus one for Jack Kirby, and plus one
for Landmark issue for a score of CAT R8.
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Silver Surfer 41 Pages 16‐17 by Ron Lim and Tom Christopher
© Marvel (1990) [CAT S8]
Sold for $7,768 (2012) through Heritage Auctions.
Image used by permission of Heritage Auctions, HA.com

Splash pages 16-17 from Silver Surfer 41 by Ron Lim and Tom Christopher grade
as CAT S8 for the following reasons:
1.
2.

3.
4.
5.

Ron Lim is a fan favorite Silver Surfer artist, but not necessarily iconic.
Silver Surfer is a Grade B hero but gets graded higher when surrounded by a huge
collection of Marvel heroes, villains, and supporting characters. In this case, this
appears to be a Silver Surfer universe type page.
Splash pages with multiple characters featuring a collection of major Marvel or DC
heroes may typically rate S6 or S7.
Double splash pages are Plus One when dynamic.
This page could be rated CAT S8 based on scoring or simply on the fact that Marvel
Universe type pages are generally considered classic.
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Legion of Super‐Heroes 280 Pin‐Up by Joe Staton and Bob Smith
© DC (1981) [CAT S8]
Sold for $3,585 (2012) through Heritage Auctions.
Image used by permission of Heritage Auctions, HA.com

Pin-Up pages from Legion of Super-Heroes 280 by Joe Staton and Bob Smith grade
as CAT S8 for the following reasons:
1.
2.
3.
4.

5.

The Legion of Super-Heroes is a Grade B team. They enjoyed a strong period of fan
enthusiasm in the early 80s.
This double page splash features just about every legionnaire during the period,
including Superboy.
Joe Staton is not a highly renowned artist, but has many works to his credit including
stints on Green Lantern and E-Man.
Side Note: Illustration art not part of published comic books is not included in the
Comic Art Trends Price Guide. Pin-ups from published comics are treated as splash
pages.
This is considered a classic page because of the dynamic portrayal of so many
characters from the DC Universe.
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CAT Scale – 7 Grade A Hero Superior
CAT scores above 7 should represent a very small portion of the entire population of
original comic art covers and pages. CAT scores from 1 to 7 can be applied to any comic
book title regardless of significance in the industry or age of publication. In fact, even
the publisher is no barrier to a score of 1 to 7. However, to score a 7, most likely a Grade
A hero from DC or Marvel would have to be involved.
CAT 1 to 7 scores focus on the characters on the page and what portion of the page is
devoted to each character. Each character on a page is categorized as Grade A, B, C,
supporting characters, uncredited extras, etc. Grade A characters like Batman make the
CAT score higher depending on how much of each panel features Batman. If the Last
Son of Krypton stars on a page, he must appear in his red and blue costume rather than a
blue leisure suit to achieve a CAT 7 score.

Ask yourself, what would you rather say, “Come look at my cool picture of
Superman!” OR “Come look at my cool picture of Clark Kent.” Patrick Bain 2018

Pages filled with dramatic action and powerful closeups generally have greater eyeappeal than a page featuring minor characters standing around and talking. CAT 7 pages
generally star Grade A heroes in exciting poses. The difference between a ‘Superior’
page and an ‘Average’ page is based on eye appeal. The most beloved artists are more
likely to be graded as ‘Superior’. While this is a biased approach, it is consistent with the
relative price difference between art by fan favorite artists compared to art by lesser
known professionals.
The cover of Batman 617 by Jim Lee and Scott Williams is rated CAT C7 for the
following reasons:
1.
2.
3.

4.

Batman 617 features the Hush mini-series, but it is not a landmark or
transformational storyline.
Batman is a Grade A Hero so an average cover that prominently features
Batman receives a CAT 6 score and a superior cover receives a CAT 7 score.
Grade A heroes don’t get a Plus One, for special artists. However, Jim Lee’s
popularity and notoriety for some Batman art supports this cover ranking as
superior rather than average.
The scene has dramatic appeal and is associated with a popular story line.
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Batman 617 by Jim Lee and Scott Williams
© DC (2003) [CAT C7] Hush: The Grave
Sold for $35,850 (2016) through Heritage Auctions.
Image used by permission of Heritage Auctions, HA.com
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Brave and the Bold
59 by Ramona
Fradon and Charles
Paris
© DC (1965)
[CAT S7]
1st Batman team up
in Brave and the
Bold.
Sold for $2,530 (2004)
through Heritage
Auctions.
Image used by permission of
Heritage Auctions, HA.com

Brave and the Bold 59 Page 1 by Ramona Fradon and Charles Paris is graded S7
for the following reasons:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Brave and the Bold 59 is a mini-landmark issue because it contains the first Batman
team up in that series.
Batman is a Grade A hero and Green Lantern is a Grade B hero. Time Commander
is not a well-known villain.
The action on the page is average.
The page could arguably be graded S5 or S6. Assuming the page gets full credit for
being S6 because it features both Batman and Green Lantern, coupled with a Plus
One for being a landmark issue, it scores CAT S7.
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Giant‐Size X‐Men 1
Page 23 by
Dave Cockrum
© Marvel (1975)
[CAT R7]
Introduction of the
new X‐Men.
Sold for $14,340 (2012)
through Heritage
Auctions.
Image used by permission of
Heritage Auctions, HA.com

Page 23 of Giant-Size X-Men 1 by Dave Cockrum is rated CAT R7 for the following
reasons:
1.
2.
3.

4.

Giant-Size X-Men 1 introduced the new X-Men and is a landmark issue.
The X-Men are a Grade A team.
Similar X-Men art normally would grade CAT R5 because it is an average 2/3 page
for a Grade A team. However, it is Plus One for Dave Cockrum and another Plus
One for being from a Landmark issue. Hence, it is graded CAT R7.
Reminder: The cover for Giant-Size X-Men 1 is a Landmark C10. Each individual
interior page is graded based on the merit of the page but gets a Plus One for being
from a Landmark issue.
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Batman 380 Page 3 by
Rick Hoberg and
Alfred Alcala
© DC (1985)
[CAT S7]
The superior grade A
score is based on the
content.
Sold for $2,868 (2017)
through Heritage
Auctions.
Image used by permission of
Heritage Auctions, HA.com

Page 3 from Batman 380 by Rick Hoberg and Alfred Alcala is graded S7 for the
following reasons:
1.
2.
3.

4.
5.

The title page features a full-length picture of Grade A hero Batman.
Title pages are somewhat more desirable than ordinary splash pages when they also
identify the contributors.
Rick Hoberg and Alfred Alcala are very accomplished artists with many credits, but
the superior grade is based on the aesthetic appearance and prominence of Batman
rather than the name of the contributing artists.
Superior pages should feature action, drama, or a poster-like quality. Otherwise, a
Grade A hero page should be scored as average, CAT 6.
Side Note: Even though Grade A characters like Batman have an advantage in the
CAT scoring scheme, the ultimate grade is the dollar amount some one is willing to
shell out to obtain a piece of art. Like many others, my Dad has always said a
collectible is only worth what someone is willing to pay.
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CAT Scale – 6 Grade A Hero Average
CAT Scale 6 grades are intended for Grade A hero pages that devote a lot of panels to the
hero, but without the action or drama necessary to describe the page as superior. There is
a subjective element where some may appreciate a page more than others, but if the
featured hero is distant in most panels or is standing around, then the page probably
deserves only a CAT 6 score. People prefer action over talk; that is especially true when
considering comic book art.
Many pages with a CAT 6 score feature Grade B teams where multiple heroes share the
stage. Team pages receive a Plus One when many characters are featured on a single
page. If only one or two characters appear, the page is graded based on the characters.
A Grade B hero drawn by a special artist may also rate a CAT 6 grade for superior pages.
The Plus One conditions can elevate pages that may otherwise not appear as significant.
Reminder: Grade A heroes include Superman, Batman, Wonder Woman, and SpiderMan. Grade B heroes include all other major heroes from Marvel and DC.
Page 7 of X-Men 106 by Bob Brown and Tom Sutton is graded R6 for the following
reasons:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

The X-Men are a Grade A team.
There are multiple X-Men characters featured on the entire page.
There is no special action going on to make the page ‘superior’.
Bob Brown does not have the name recognition of John Byrne or Dave Cockrum for
X-Men pages from this era.
Side Note: The grading scheme is not intended to diminish the contribution of any
artists; it is only a scale for comparing art.
Side Note: Bob Brown did many fine works in Batman comics during this same
time period.
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X‐Men 106 Page 7 by Bob Brown and Tom Sutton
© Marvel (1977) [CAT R6]
Sold for $2,271 (2012) through Heritage Auctions.
Image used by permission of Heritage Auctions, HA.com
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Brave and the Bold
78 Page 6 by Bob
Brown and
© DC (1968)
[CAT R6]
Classic, cheesy… too
camp for modern
Batman?
Sold for $478 (2006)
through Heritage
Auctions.
Image used by permission of
Heritage Auctions, HA.com

Page 6 from Brave and the Bold 78 by Bob Brown is graded R6 for the following
reasons:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Batman and Wonder Woman are both Grade A heroes. One or both are featured in
nearly every panel. Grade B hero Batgirl is also featured.
This is a classic story but not significant in any way.
Bob Brown contributed to many memorable Silver Age stories but is not as
celebrated as many of the other artists of the era.
Stories from this era often had cheesy sub-plots, such as here where Wonder Woman
and Batgirl appear to be fighting for Batman’s attention.
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Wonder Woman (2nd
series) 165 Page 4
by Phil Jimenez and
Andy Lanning
© DC (2001)
[CAT S6]
Sold for $2,271 (2016)
through Heritage
Auctions.
Image used by permission of
Heritage Auctions, HA.com

Page 4 from Wonder Woman (2nd Series) 165 by Phil Jimenez and Andy Lanning is
graded S6 for the following reasons:
1.
2.
3.

Wonder Woman is a Grade A hero.
Phil Jimenez is a fine artist but does not have the notoriety of George Perez and John
Byrne who have worked on Wonder Woman.
I debated on this page between S6 and S7 but decided that it didn’t quite rate a
‘superior’.
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Superboy 213 Page 5
by Mike Grell
© DC (1975)
[CAT R6]
Mike Grell’s 1st comic
art was in Superboy
202.
Sold for $2,032 (2014)
through Heritage
Auctions.
Image used by permission of
Heritage Auctions, HA.com

Page 5 from Superboy 213 by Mike Grell is graded R6 for the following reasons:
1.
2.
3.
4.

The Legion of Super-Heroes is a Grade B Team.
This page features many of the favorite Legionnaires and some good action
Mike Grell is one of the premier Legion artists, particularly during this period.
Since Grade B teams get a Plus One when multiple characters are involved, this page
rates Superior R5 Plus One to attain the R6 grade.
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America vs. the
Justice Society 1
Page 27
by Rafael Kayanan
and Alfredo Alcala
© DC (1985)
[CAT S6]
Sold for $173 (2003)
through Heritage
Auctions.
Image used by permission of
Heritage Auctions, HA.com

Page 27 from Justice Society 1 by Rafael Kayanan and Alfredo Alcala is graded R6
for the following reasons:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

The Justice Society of America is a Grade B team (unless pages are from the Golden
Age).
Earth 2 Robin is featured in the foreground with nearly all the main JSA members in
the background.
The Splash page has some drama since the JSA has obviously been arrested.
Alfredo Alcala is a popular inker with a distinctive style. Rafael Kayanan is talented
but not one of the best-known artists.
Since Grade B teams get a Plus One when multiple characters are involved, this page
rates Superior S5 Plus One to attain the S6 grade.
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CAT Scale – 5 Grade B Hero Superior
CAT Scale 5 scores are typically for pages that prominently feature a Grade B hero such
as the Flash or Captain America. Pages that have superior action and art are rated CAT 5
when featuring Grade B heroes, otherwise the page rates a CAT 4. CAT 5 scores are
intended to be the maximum score for Grade B heroes where no Plus One exception
exists. , such as special artists or landmark issues.
Other ways of scoring CAT 5 include pages that feature a Grade A heroes like Wonder
Woman but only on 2/3 of the page. Plus One exceptions for special artists, landmark
issues, and multiple heroes may raise lower graded pages to CAT 5.
Grade B teams such as the Justice League or the Avengers get a Plus One when multiple
heroes are featured throughout a page. Therefore, an average page that might otherwise
be CAT 4 can be bumped up to CAT 5 by the inclusion of multiple heroes on the page.
Since ‘superior’ Grade A Villain pages merit CAT 4, some pages with Plus One
exceptions may attain a CAT 5 score.
The cover of Iron Man 68 by Jim Starlin and Klaus Janson is graded C5 for the
following reasons:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Iron Man is a Grade B hero.
Iron Man is in a thrilling predicament being attacked from the front and in behind by
Unicorn and Sunfire.
The art is beautifully done by popular artist Jim Starlin.
Side Note: Heroes like Iron Man, Hulk, and Captain America are borderline Grade
A because of their long history, movie and television presence, and prominence in
the industry. I invite comments about which Grade B heroes deserve a promotion.
Ultimately, data will be used to make this determination.
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Iron Man 68 by Jim Starlin and Klaus Janson
© Marvel (1974) [CAT C5]
Sold for $26,290 (2016) through Heritage Auctions.
Image used by permission of Heritage Auctions, HA.com
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Uncle Scrooge 59
Page 12 by Carl
Barks © Gold Key
(1965)
[CAT R5]
“North of the
Yukon”
Sold for $17,925
(2011) through
Heritage Auctions.
Image used by permission of
Heritage Auctions, HA.com

Page 12 of Uncle Scrooge 59 by Carl Barks is graded C5 for the following reasons:
1.

Funny animal characters such as Donald Duck and Uncle Scrooge are typically
graded CAT 3.
2. Carl Barks is a legendary artist of Disney characters and Uncle Scrooge in particular.
3. Due to the rarity of Carl Barks original, published, comic book art, this is treated as a
landmark issue.
4. This page is graded CAT R5 for R3 Plus One for Barks and Plus One for landmark.
5. Side Note: There have been 23 sales of Carl Barks original Duck paintings that have
sold for over $100,000 at Heritage Auctions. If you have one in your basement, you
might want to dust it off and display it somewhere. For purposes of the Comic Art
Trends Price Guide, paintings that are not part of published comic books are not
included.
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The New Mutants 100
by Rob Liefeld ©
Marvel (1991)
[CAT C5]
The X‐Force was
introduced in the last
issue of New Mutants
Sold for $17,925 (2012)
through Heritage
Auctions.
Image used by permission of
Heritage Auctions, HA.com

New Mutants 100 by Rob Liefeld is graded C5 for the following reasons:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

X-Force is a Grade C team (primarily based on short history).
This issue is a mini-landmark because it introduces X-Force in the last issue of New
Mutants.
Rob Liefeld is a fan favorite artist related to X-characters.
This cover is rated C3 Plus One for special artist and Plus One for being an
anniversary/intro cover.
Side Note: At this time, only the X-Men rate Grade A. Teams with long histories
such as the Avengers and JLA rate Grade B. Newer teams begin as Grade C but can
be elevated by strong sales and reader support.
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Conan the Barbarian
1 Page 4 by Barry
Windsor‐Smith
© Marvel (1970)
[CAT R5]
Conan, based on
Robert E. Howard’s
novels, popularized
the sword and
sorcery genre in
comics.
Sold for $11,950 (2016)
through Heritage
Auctions.
Image used by permission of
Heritage Auctions, HA.com

Page 4 from Conan the Barbarian 1 by Barry Windsor-Smith is rated R5 for the
following reasons:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Conan the Barbarian 1 is a landmark issue.
Barry Windsor-Smith is renowned for his work on Conan.
Conan is a Grade B hero.
Conan is featured in approximate 2/3 of the page, so the CAT score is R3 plus one
for landmark issue and plus one for special artist Barry Windsor-Smith.
Long-time Conan artist John Buscema is also Plus One for the character.
Side Note: Conan is one of many novel based characters such as Doc Savage,
Sherlock Holmes, The Shadow, and Tarzan. These heroes are Grade B.
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Daredevil 293 by Lee
Weeks © Marvel
(1991)
[CAT C5]

Sold for $13,145 (2015)
through Heritage
Auctions.
Image used by permission of
Heritage Auctions, HA.com

Daredevil 293 by Lee Weeks is rated C5 for the following reasons:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Daredevil is a Grade B hero.
The page contains a lot of drama from the visual relationship of Daredevil and
Punisher and the use of black ink to create mood.
The Punisher is also a Grade B hero but pairing the two heroes adds interest to the
page. The juxtaposition of Daredevil and Punisher make this a superior page.
Side note: Daredevil has been drawn by many notable artists throughout the years
including Bill Everett, Wally Wood, Gene Colan, and Frank Miller.
Side note: The plethora of Disney superhero movies and the large number of lesser
known superheroes that are on the CW Network and streaming on Netflix has
created greater awareness of the superhero universe. One important challenge for
original art sellers is to engage these new fans.
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CAT Scale – 4 Grade A Villain Superior
CAT Scale 4 is intended for Superior Grade A Villain pages and Grade A and B Hero
pages where the hero is not featured in all the panels. Grade A Villains are typically the
most enduring arch enemies of the top superheroes. The best villains are desirable on
their own merit, though a page is always better when heroes and villains are battling.
From an aesthetic point of view, an easily recognizable villain is a positive just like it
would be for a hero.
Here are some key questions to determine if a villain is Grade A:
1.
2.
3.

Who are Superhero Xyz’s top arch-enemies?
Have these evil-doers been around a long time or made a significant impact in
Superhero Xyz’s story?
Is the villain easy to recognize because of costume or popularity among fans?

Marvel Superheroes Secret Wars 12 by Mike Zeck and John Beatty is rated C4 for
the following reasons:
1.
2.
3.
4.

5.

Doctor Doom is one of the oldest and best-known Marvel villains. He made his first
appearance in Fantastic Four 5 and is a Grade A villain.
The page prominently features Doctor Doom, unfortunately, he is not wearing his
famous facemask.
Besides Doctor Doom, there are a host of heroes lying in the background.
Without his mask, the page could have been graded down if it was just Doctor
Doom. The additional heroes make it easy to support a C4 grade, and it is possibly
C5.
Side Note: The Marvel Secret Wars mini-series and DC’s Crisis on Infinite Earths
mini-series paved the way for many other shorter length story arcs to presented as
special series in the Marvel and DC Universes.
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Marvel Super Heroes Secret Wars 12 by Mike Zeck and John Beatty
© Marvel (1985) [CAT C4]
Sold for $1,438 (2003) through Heritage Auctions.
Image used by permission of Heritage Auctions, HA.com
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Batman 30 by
Dick Sprang ©
DC (1945)
[CAT C4]
Even comic
books
supported the
war effort in
the early 40s.
Sold for $47,800
(2011) through
Heritage
Auctions.
Image used by
permission of Heritage
Auctions, HA.com

The cover of Batman 30 by Dick Sprang is rated CAT C4 for the following reasons:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Batman is a Grade A Hero.
Batman only gets a cameo appearance on this cover.
The cover has some historical interest because of the World War II tie-in.
The grade would normally be only C3 but gets a Plus One for being a Golden Age
rarity.
If Batman was featured more prominently on the page, this cover could have fit as a
CAT 8 Classic.
Side Note: Autographed pages have not been considered as a positive or negative.
This page has been personally addressed by Dick Sprang to someone named Joe.
Because original art is already an autograph of sorts, I don’t think a signature
necessarily makes the art more valuable. As with any autograph, authentication is
necessary. (By the way, why did Joe sell this art after obtaining Sprang’s mark?)
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Orion 8
Page 13
by Walt
Simonson
and Bob
Wiacek
© DC
(2001)
[CAT R4]
Sold for
$388
(2012)
through
Heritage
Auctions.
Image used by
permission of
Heritage
Auctions,
HA.com

Page 13 of Orion 8 by Walt Simonson and Bob Wiacek is rated CAT R4 for the
following reasons:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Orion of the New Gods is a Grade B hero.
The art is borderline a splash page and could have been rated that way.
Walt Simonson is a fan favorite artist, but this page has no plus ones.
While the art has drama, it does not have the aesthetic appeal to call it ‘superior’.
Side note: Simonson has been part of many significant projects as an artist and
writer. My personal favorite is the Manhunter series that appeared in Detective
Comics in the Seventies.
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Further Adventures of
Indiana Jones 28 by
Keith Pollard
© Marvel (1985)
[CAT C4]
Sold for $4,780 (2016)
through Heritage
Auctions.
Image used by permission of
Heritage Auctions, HA.com

Further Adventures of Indiana Jones by Keith Pollard is rated CAT C4 for the
following reasons:
1.
2.
3.

4.

Indiana Jones a well-recognized movie hero and thus a Grade B hero.
The art is dramatic but not iconic to the movie, nor does it truly capture the look of
Harrison Ford. For those reasons, I grade it as average.
Side Note: My personal opinion is that the comic book version of a character should
bear a striking resemblance to the movie version played by an actor. The exception
could be a character like James Bond who has had at least six separate big screen
personas.
Side Note: Just as it can be hard to capture the essence of comic book adventures on
the silver screen, it is also hard to capture the nuances of movies in comic book form.
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Atom 38 Page
1 by Mike
Sekowsky and
George
Roussos
© DC (1968)
[CAT S4]
Sold for $2,520
(2018) through
Heritage
Auctions.
Image used by
permission of
Heritage Auctions,
HA.com

Page 1 of Atom 32 by Mike Sekowsky and George Roussos is rated CAT S4 for the
following reasons:
1.
2.
3.
4.

The Atom is a Grade B hero being only a small player in the Justice League (did I
really need to go there?)
Mike Sekowsky played a big part in the history of the Justice League but would not
necessarily be associated with the Atom.
The splash prominently features the Atom, but it is not that visually appealing.
Side Note: Mike Sekowsky Justice League of America splash pages have sold at
Heritage Auctions for 7 to 12 thousand in 2018.
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The Shadow 1 Page
17 by Mike Kaluta
© DC (1973)
[CAT R4]
Street and Smith
published Shadow
Comics in the 40s.
Numerous series
from different
publishers have
come out since.
Sold for $3,450 (2005)
through Heritage
Auctions.
Image used by permission of
Heritage Auctions, HA.com

Shadow 1 Page 17 by Mike Kaluta is rated CAT R4 for the following reasons:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

The Shadow, who began as a pulp novel character, is a Grade B hero.
This page is by an artist recognized for his work on the Shadow, Mike Kaluta.
Only 1/3 of the page features the Shadow, which would normally make this a CAT 2.
The page receives a Plus One for being part of a landmark issue, 1st DC Series, 1st
Issue.
The page receives a Plus One for special artist Mike Kaluta.
Side Note: Mike Kaluta instilled in his Shadow art visual ambiance similar to the
aural ambiance of the classic Shadow radio broadcasts.
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CAT Scale – 3 Grade C Hero Superior/Real
People
CAT Scale 3 covers a wide range of heroes and villains. Grade A heroes that make a
cameo appearance can score a CAT 3 if there are no more compelling characters on the
page warranting a higher grade. Grade B hero pages may also earn a CAT 3 when only
2/3 of the panels are dedicated to the Grade B hero. Grade A villains such as the Green
Goblin appearing in approximately ½ the page are also scored CAT 3.
The CAT 3 grade is also the highest grade associated with a Grade C hero. A Grade C
hero must be in a visually appealing, action-packed scene to garner a superior rating to
achieve CAT 3.
CAT 3 scores may be the most interesting because of the diverse possibilities for how
major Grade A, B, and C characters can achieve this score.
Celebrities and other so-called real people when prominently featured on a page merit
CAT 3 scores. The caveat is that there must be a reasonable resemblance to the actual
person.
Nexus: Wages of Sin 1 by Steve Rude is rated CAT C3 for the following reasons:
1.
2.
3.
4.

5.

6.

Nexus is a Grade C hero so a typical cover grade would be C2 or C3
This cover has high aesthetic appeal, enhanced by the fact that it is a painted cover.
Hand colored and painted covers do not automatically receive a plus one, but the
color can help a cover achieve ‘superior’ status.
Side Note: If you think painted covers should automatically receive a plus one just
because they have a natural advantage for display-ability, please speak up and share
your opinion.
Characters that originate from independent publishers such as Nexus have a hard
time gaining the popularity of characters from DC or Marvel that have greater
marketing capability.
Side Note: Many popular creators have sought artistic freedom and a bigger piece of
the pie by going independent. Some notable artists include Neal Adams, Todd
McFarlane, Jim Lee, Jack Kirby, and Rob Liefeld.
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Nexus: The Wages of Sin 1 by Steve Rude © Dark Horse (1995) [CAT C3]
Nexus is one of many heroes introduced by independent publishers.
Sold for $2,629 (2016) through Heritage Auctions.
Image used by permission of Heritage Auctions, HA.com
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Batman: The
Vengeance of Bane II
Page 1 by
Graham Nolan and
Eduardo Barreto
© DC (1995)
[CAT S3]
Sold for $1,315 (2017)
through Heritage
Auctions.
Image used by permission of
Heritage Auctions, HA.com

Page 1 of Batman: The Vengeance of Bane II by Graham Nolan and Eduardo
Barreto is rated CAT S3 for the following reasons:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Bane is a Grade B villain, though some may consider him Grade A.
This splash features a full-length picture of Bane.
The art is by Nolan and Barreto who worked on the Origin and 1st Appearance of
Bane in Batman: Vengeance of Bane Special 1.
Side Note: Bane’s status as a Bat-Villain was raised tremendously by his part in the
Batman: Knightfall series.
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Web of Spider‐Man
103 Page 10
by Alex Saviuk and
Don Hudson
© Marvel (1993)
[CAT S3]
Sold for $287 (2015)
through Heritage
Auctions.
Image used by permission of
Heritage Auctions, HA.com

Page 10 of Web of Spider-Man 103 by Alex Saviuk and Don Hudson is rated CAT
S3 for the following reasons:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Awesome action page featuring multiple Spider-Villains.
This is a splash page even though there is an insert panel featuring Morbius. The
main picture is clearly the focus of the page.
The page could possibly be rated Plus One to S4 based on the number of villains
similar to superhero teams featuring multiple heroes on a page.
Side Note: Alex Saviuk has contributed on many Spider-Man, Green Lantern, and
even Superman comic books.
Side Note: The relatively low price for this page is another piece of evidence
demonstrating the influence of the artist name on price.
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Amazing Spider‐
Man 155 Page 1
by Sal Buscema
and Mike
Esposito
© Marvel (1986)
[CAT S3]
Sold for $5,676
(2012) through
Heritage Auctions.
Image used by permission
of Heritage Auctions,
HA.com

Page 1 of Amazing Spider-Man 155 by Sal Buscema and Mike Esposito is rated
CAT S3 for the following reasons:
1.
2.
3.
4.

This page would be S2 since it features Peter Parker and supporting character J.
Jonah Jameson if not for the Spider-Man cameo
Title pages such as this have extra interest with the artist credits and Spider-Man
origin verbiage on the stat at the top of the page.
Every hero has a supporting cast: Spiderman and Superman have the most
interesting supporting casts.
Side Note: Sal Buscema and Mike Esposito both have storied careers with many
high-priced pieces of art in their repertoire.
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Avengers:
Death Trap,
The Vault
Page 6 by Ron
Lim and Jim
Sanders
© Marvel
(1991)
[CAT R3]
Sold for $1,434
(2018) through
Heritage
Auctions.
Image used by
permission of
Heritage Auctions,
HA.com

Page 6 of Avengers: Death Trap, The Vault by Ron Lim and Jim Sanders is rated
CAT R3 for the following reasons:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Venom is a Grade A villain or Grade B hero depending on your perspective.
Venom is featured on 1/2 to 2/3 of the page.
Venom is a modern villain/hero, but catapulted into the imagination of comic fans
possibly because he seemed to be the greatest threat to Spider-Man.
Side Note: Venom’s popularity parallels the popularity of Todd McFarlane who
began his Amazing Spider-Man run with issue 298.
Side Note: If a villain gets his own title series, does he become a Grade B hero. I
think he is still a villain unless it is permanent reform.
Side Note: I would love to hear feedback on the must influential villains created in
the last twenty years.
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CAT Scale – 2 Significant Supporting
Characters/Secret Identities
CAT Scale 2 grades are intended for pages that primarily feature major heroes in their
secret identities. Also, these grades could be assigned to recurring supporting characters
for major heroes. CAT 2 should only be used if the characters featured have some
recognizability. A page of supporting characters or secret identities of little-known
heroes should be rated CAT 1.
When supporting characters such as Lois Lane and Jimmy Olsen get their own title
series, do they become Grade B heroes? Though they don’t necessarily wear a costume, I
think in their own titles they should be treated as Grade B (or C) heroes. On the other
hand, a Private Life of Clark Kent series would not elevate Clark Kent beyond secret
identity status.
Other categories for CAT 2 grades include minor appearances of Grade B heroes or
Grade A villains.
Finally, some pages are intentionally created as partial pages to make space for house
advertisements. These pages get a Minus One for being a partial page. The rationale is
that even art of buildings, landscape, or extras is still art. Thus, it is better than nothing.
Many partial pages drop to CAT 2 or CAT 1 scores because of the Minus One.
The cover of Terminator: The Dark Years 3 by Jae Lee is graded CAT C2 for the
following reasons:
1.

Terminator is a well-known movie character which would normally make it a Grade
B hero or Grade B villain depending on your point of view.
2. This cover is moody and artistic but does not closely resemble the archetypical
Arnold Schwarzenegger version of Terminator.
3. For the above reason, it could also be graded CAT C1.
4. Side note: Dark Horse comics has a plethora of movie tie-in titles and tie-ins to
characters that did not originate in the comic book industry.
5. Side note: Many movie tie-ins such as Predator, Star Trek, and the biggie, Star
Wars, have all successfully transitioned from the big screen to the friendly
neighborhood comic book store.
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Terminator: The Dark Years 3 by Jae Lee
© Dark Horse (1999) [CAT C2]
Sold for $304 (2007) through Heritage Auctions.
Image used by permission of Heritage Auctions, HA.com
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Justice Society of
America 1 Page 17
by Rich Burchett
© DC (1991)
[CAT R2]
Sold for $131 (2015)
through Heritage
Auctions.
Image used by permission of
Heritage Auctions, HA.com

Page 17 of Justice Society of America 1 by Rich Burchett is graded CAT R2 for the
following reasons:
1.
2.
3.
4.

5.

Golden Age Flash is a Grade B hero.
Flash is in about half the panels, but his appearance is extremely minor.
The page is not visually appealing and has no special significance.
Side note: The Justice Society was relegated to special appearances and annual
crossovers until Roy Thomas brought them back to life in All Star Squadron 58
published in 1981.
Side Note: Art from crossover stories in the sixties and seventies is in high demand;
no doubt reflecting nostalgia for simpler times before crises on infinite earths upset
fandom.
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Strange Adventures
212 Page 17
by Neal Adams
© DC (1968)
[CAT R2]
Sold for $4,183 (2009)
through Heritage
Auctions.
Image used by permission of
Heritage Auctions, HA.com

Page 17 of Strange Adventures 212 is graded CAT R2 for the following reasons:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

The Deadman art on this page is spectacular.
There is only ½ page of art.
Since Deadman is a Grade B hero, the initial CAT score would be 2 (or perhaps 3)
Deadman is a Plus One character for Neal Adams.
There is a Minus One since this is a partial page.
Final grade is CAT R2 since the Plus One and Minus One cancel.
Side Note: This particular page features Deadman art that is cover worthy. It would
be reasonable to make the initial grade CAT 3, then with the Plus One and Minus
One this page would be scored CAT R3.
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New Mutants 99 Page
14 by Rob Liefeld
© Marvel (1991)
[CAT R2]
Sold for $287 (2013)
through Heritage
Auctions.
Image used by permission of
Heritage Auctions, HA.com

Page 14 of New Mutants 99 by Rob Liefeld is graded CAT R2 for the following
reasons:
1.
2.
3.
4.

The New Mutant characters are sitting around in street clothes.
If the characters were all sitting around in costume this page would score CAT 5
because of multiple heroes for a Grade B team.
Side Note: There is no Plus One for special artists if the Plus One hero is not in
costume.
Side Note: Storytelling requires pages like this. The advantage to collectors is an
opportunity to obtain art from a fan favorite without paying big bucks.
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Action Comics 198
Page 8 by Wayne
Boring and
Stan Kaye
© DC (1954)
[CAT R2]
Sold for $4,422
(2018) through
Heritage Auctions.
Image used by permission of
Heritage Auctions, HA.com

Page 8 of Action Comics 198 by Wayne Boring and Stan Kaye is graded CAT R2 for
the following reasons:
1.
2.
3.
4.

This page is primarily focused on Clark Kent with Lois Lane. CAT 2 is a typical
score for Grade A and B heroes appearing in their secret identities.
This page could receive a CAT 3 score because Grade A hero Superman makes a
cameo appearance. However, even in those panels, Lois Lane is in the foreground.
Wayne Boring is a legendary Superman artist from the 40s and 50s. He worked on
Actions Comics and Superman as well as a comic strip featuring the character.
Side note: Visual storytelling approaches have changed significantly over the years.
The bland arrangement of panels in early artwork does not count against pages from
this time period.
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CAT Scale – 1 Uncredited
Extras/Forgotten Characters/Minor
Appearances of Lesser Heroes and
Villains
Telling a story means not every page of art will feature the main characters in pulsepounding battles. The lowest CAT Scale score is reserved for covers and pages that
feature characters and scenery useful for storytelling but not necessarily fit for posters.
Investors and hobbyists prefer a splash of the hero throwing a tremendous right-handed
roundhouse in the direction of his arch-nemesis, but some pages feature one-shot
characters and little activity. Below are some of the types of pages/covers that receive a
CAT 1 score:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Featured characters are one-shot characters created only for that story or cover.
Page features unnamed people that in a movie might be described as uncredited
extras.
The main character was popular sixty years ago but is no longer a household or even
recognized name.
Characters created by an independent publisher that have such a small audience that
they rate as Grade C heroes. Note: A superior page of art prominently featuring a
Grade C hero can still receive a CAT 3 score.

It is important to recognize that some CAT 1 art is exceptional and has sold for
extraordinary prices at auction.
Falling In Love 112 by Nick Cardy is graded CAT C1 for the following reasons:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Romance stories typically do not feature recognizable characters.
Nick Cardy was a frequent DC cover artist in the late sixties and early seventies.
Prices for Cardy superhero covers from the early seventies typically sell for five to
fifteen thousand dollars in contrast to much lower prices for non-hero covers.
Side note: Archie comics, though there is a romantic element to the stories, feature
ongoing characters so a typical page would not receive a CAT 1 score.
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Falling In Love 112 by Nick Cardy © DC (1970) [CAT C1]
Sold for $864 (2005) through Heritage Auctions.
Romance and Horror comics typically don’t feature recognizable characters.
Image used by permission of Heritage Auctions, HA.com
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All‐Star Squadron 2
Page 21 by Rich
Buckler and Jerry
Ordway
© DC (1981)
[CAT R1]
Sold for $66 (2008)
through Heritage
Auctions.
Image used by permission of
Heritage Auctions, HA.com

Page 21 of All-Star Squadron by Rich Buckler and Jerry Ordway is graded CAT R1
for the following reasons:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

The page features a cameo of Phantom Lady as well as a panel of Sandra Knight in
her secret identity.
Phantom Lady was a major character in the 1940s, but barely a Grade B character in
the modern era. Cameos by Grade B characters only rate a CAT 1 score.
Sky Pirate, who is a Grade C villain, is only featured in a single panel.
Most of the page is devoted to setting the scene and uncredited extras.
The page has very little visual appeal.
Side Note: The low price of $66 compared to other art pictured in this book suggests
that the art has little value. In fact, this is a reasonable price to obtain art by industry
stalwarts Buckler and Ordway and over time turn a profit. The beauty of original
comic art is that pieces are obtainable in every price range. This page is unlikely to
ever be worth tens of thousands but can still yield a nice profit.
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Eerie 67 Inside Front
Cover Illustration
© Warren (1975)
[CAT S1]
Sold for $20,315 (2016)
through Heritage
Auctions.
Image used by permission of
Heritage Auctions, HA.com

The inside front cover of Eerie 67 is graded CAT S1 for the following reasons:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Inside covers are categorized as splash pages rather than covers.
As is often the case for horror stories and other weird tales, the art features no
recognizable characters.
The aesthetics of the art are not reflected by the CAT Scale grade from a price
perspective.
What someone is willing to pay (in this case twenty grand), is the ultimate critical
evaluation for grading a piece of art.
The name on the artwork (in this case Bernie Wrightson) is one of the top two
factors in determining collectability of comic art.
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Jon Sable, Freelance
14 Page 3 by Mike
Grell
© First (1984)
[CAT R1]
Sold for $155 (2014)
through Heritage
Auctions.
Image used by permission of
Heritage Auctions, HA.com

Page 3 of Jon Sable, Freelance by Mike Grell is graded CAT R1 for the following
reasons:
1.
2.
3.

4.

Jon Sable is one of many heroes produced by top talent for an independent publisher
in the early eighties.
Jon Sable is a grade C hero.
This page features Jon Sable in street clothes. Secret Identity pages for Grade A and
B heroes typically grade out at R2, however, because Jon Sable is not well-known,
this page is rated as only R1.
As is obvious from the page, its CAT score of R1 is based on the page’s content
rather than the elegance of the art or skill of the artist (which is excellent).
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Detective Comics 477
Page 3
by Marshall Rogers
© DC (1978)
[CAT R1]
Sold for $203 (2014)
through Heritage
Auctions.
Image used by permission of
Heritage Auctions, HA.com

Page 3 of Detective Comics 477 by Marshall Rogers is graded CAT R1 for the
following reasons:
1.
2.

3.

The major portion of this page is a stat of Neal Adams art from Detective Comics
408.
Marshall Rogers and Steve Engelhardt had a very successful run on Detective
Comics from issues 466-479 which are highly sought, however this page is less than
a quarter of original art.
The relatively low price of this page of art illustrates the difference between pages of
original art and production pages. Production pages may be used to create the final
comic book, but they don’t contain hand drawn art.
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Closing Remarks
It has been a massive effort to create the CAT grading scale and then grade thousands of
pages of original comic art for the first volume of the Comic Art Trends Price Guide.
The work is far from done with thousands of worthy art pages waiting for grades and
inclusion in next year’s volume.
The grading system is intuitive but not immediately obvious. The CAT Scale described
in this companion to the Comic Art Trends Price Guide is actually the third version of the
scoring system I have used in attempting to meaningfully differentiate pages of original
art.
In the original system, based on common sense and overview of the price data, I assigned
grades from 1 to 15 where covers, interiors, and splash pages were all mixed in and
considered together. In that system, I put covers at the top ranging from 13 to 15, and
then mixed in splash pages and interiors based on various criteria. I soon realized that all
covers did not merit scores well above good interior pages featuring important characters.
Based on the assigned grading I had done to that point, I recognized that a better system
would separate covers, splashes, and interior pages. This approach created better means
for comparing two pages of art removing some of the variability associated with the
different types of pages.
In that system, I assigned grades from C1 to C10, S1 to S10, and R1 to R10. “10”
represented the golden iconic scale, with other grades being pushed down from there. I
graded literally thousands of pages according to that system and found it very useful for
comparison purposes. The main drawback that it had, however, was at the lower grades.
Lower grades tended to be compressed.
Because of the compression on the bottom, major characters such as Daredevil and Iron
Man did not have much room for differentiating grades based on the actual real estate
that the character got on that page.
For these reasons, I pulled the Golden Iconic grade out of the 1 to 10 range. By doing
that, I was able to create a greater range of grades for the Grade B heroes. This has
proven to allow a much more objective approach to grading and applying the CAT Scale
scores.
That led to my current CAT Scale that divides covers, splashes, and interior pages in
separate groups. Within those groups I focus on the classification of characters into
Grades A, B, and C.
Up to this point, I think most people would agree with the scale in principle, but there are
two considerations that are subjective and worthy of open discussion:
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1.
2.

What characters fit into each grade?
Why are artists not directly considered in the scale if the name that signed
the artwork is one of the most important factors?

On the topic of subjectivity, that will always be a challenge when comparing art.
Beauty is in the eye of the beholder. Artists I prefer may not receive critical acclaim or
bidder-love in an auction. That is part of the reason why the artist is not a top
consideration in the scale. However, the numbers and common sense back up the belief
that certain artists have special characters that should be considered in scoring a page of
art.
That conviction (easily backed up by data), prompted me to create the concept of Plus
One characters where significant artists are recognized for especially desirable works.
These characters may be less sought if drawn by another artist but are in high demand
when drawn by special artists.
This long monologue is intended to spark discussion among professionals, hobbyists,
investors, and vendors related to the grading scheme discussed in the Comic Art
Trends Price Guide Grading Companion.
I openly invite your comments, suggestions, and criticisms. My perspective is as a
hobbyist and small-time investor—but also as someone who is studying the actual sales
data. I believe that over time the data will validate and optimize the grading approach
and aid in categorizing characters. The validity of Plus One artists/characters will also be
borne out over time. Beyond considering just the data, I seek the experiential view of
professionals who have been selling art for years.
I especially welcome feedback on the following topics:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

What issues should be described as landmark and iconic?
What characters are in demand to the degree that they should be considered
Grade A or Grade B?
What are the Plus One characters and for which artists?
Are you interested in getting your sales data included in the next Comic Art
Trends Price Guide?
Are you willing to write an article for inclusion in the Price Guide based on
your view of the market in 2018?

Finally, the data going into the first edition has been limited to a single source, Heritage
Auctions. I would love other sellers of original comic art to provide sales data that could
be incorporated into the Comic Art Trends Price Guide.
I have a few requirements of dealers in order to ensure the guide has the highest possible
integrity:
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1.

2.

3.

I NEED data that is transparent and verifiable. Anyone could tell me they
sold a page of art for $100,000 which could adversely influence investors into
paying too much.
I NEED complete data. Complete data includes the information necessary to
provide the same details as other pages listed in the guide. I also need a picture
to do CAT grading.
I NEED all the sales, not just favorable sales. When using data from Heritage
Auctions, I pull ALL the data on an artist, not just the best sales.

While it may hurt to admit certain pages are being sold for tens of dollars rather than
thousands of dollars, in the long run, an honest view of the market creates the best
opportunity for ALL investors. The hobbyists who pay $20 a page for art by an
unknown today may be paying millions on iconic pages in twenty years.
Just as the stock market has benefited tremendously from access by individual investors
armed with information…
The health of the comic book original art market will be enhanced by the
information in the Comic Art Trends Price Guide, assuming I can assure readers
the information is trustworthy.

Partners
This section will eventually contain advertisements from our
partners. If you would like to advertise in the Comic Art
Trends Price Guide or the Grading Companion, please contact
me through pbain@CATpriceguide.com.

Customized Catalog
For a very nominal fee, I will append an individual advertiser’s PDF catalog to the Comic
Art Trends Price Guide Grading Companion. The grading companion and catalog can be
downloaded free of charge from the advertiser’s website or from my website. This is an
excellent way to share your information about your inventory with potential customers
using the grading companion as free content for your catalog.
I will have a few provisions regarding advertising and catalog appendices intended to
maintain the highest possible integrity (and family friendliness) of the Comic Art Trends
Price Guide.
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Author’s Personal Thoughts
This book is primarily focused on assigning grades to art based on specific criteria. I try
to treat it as an academic activity to remove my personal biases. While, I want to get it
right, my personal love or dislike for a particular artist may influence the grade I assign.
Suppose we take a moment to consider what grade we as humans might receive based on
the content or character of our lives. Would I be a CAT 7 as a superior Grade A hero, or
perhaps a CAT 1. Maybe I am truly just an uncredited extra, or at least feel that way.
Is my ultimate score based on someone’s biased opinion of me for best or worst?
I personally believe there is a just God in Heaven who grades on a completely fair scale.
The grade I received is not at all based on what I accomplish, how well I’m liked, or how
good I may or may not be.
My CAT 15 score is based on the score of the one who has taken my place, Jesus
Christ—the focal point of all history. The grading scale I’ve created makes sense to me.
That said, just like you have the choice to adopt the CAT Scale or not, it is 100% your
choice if you choose to let Jesus be the basis for your personal grade.
Patrick Bain
pbain@CATpriceguide.com

